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Abstract— 'Proof of delivery' is the android based mobile 

application, which uses the Java language. As before when 

vendors provide their goods online, they need a delivery 

person (delivery boy) to deliver the things at home, this 

delivery person put their records in written format on the 

book, there is no such a guarantee of information security, or 

it may be put some wrong information mistakenly. With an 

existing system, there is no way to assure or confirm the 

client, with this system we sent OTP over the registered 

mobile number and confirm the client details.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today`s era becoming digital. There are number of websites 

and applications are available that provide online shopping 

services like amazon, flipkart, snapdeal, paytm etc. They are 

providing all products like men`s or women`s fashion, 

beauty, grocery product, electronics appliances, books etc. 

Now millions of people are buying products through online 

website because they provide discounts and home delivery 

services to the customer. Delivery is the process of 

transporting goods from a source to a predefined destination. 

The general process of delivering goods is known as 

distribution. A person employed by a retail store to deliver 

small orders to customers is called as “Delivery boy”. Our 

goal is to deliver products to authorized person validated by 

delivery boy using OTP. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Delivery boy delivers the product to any person if that person 

carrying the identity card with them. All the online shopping 

companies are using only delivery boy for deliver a product 

but in that some drawbacks are present. We sent OTP over 

the registered mobile number and confirm the client details. 

We also make a signature of the client on the signature pad.  

III. RELATED WORK 

Earlier people used to go by themselves and buy the products 

from the shops but now people are so busy or they don`t have 

enough time to go to shops and buy the products so to get the 

products by sitting anywhere and anytime the online services 

are started.  

The online services provide their applications 

through which people can choose the products which are 

essential to them and can book those products. They also 

provide the delivery person to deliver the product to the 

customer. If the customer has the identification proof then 

only the delivery person can take the product to that particular 

person or customer and would take the information of the 

customer in the written format. But there is also the presence 

of draw backs in the written form of information i.e. the 

written form of information can be wrong or there can be 

some mistakes in the written information either the product 

can be received by any another person. So we overcome these 

problems in our project and provide more security through 

OTP generation system and Digital signature. We also 

provide a Map for the correct location of the customer.  

IV. AIMS AND OBJECTIVE 

 Study of Android studio and gather more information. 

 To design the GUI for the admin and delivery boy. 

 Coding to that GUI. 

 To calculate performance and correction (Evaluation). 

V. SYSTEM REQUIREMENT 

A. Software Requirement  

 Platform:  

 Android 6.0.1  

 Programming Language Used:  

 Java  

 Devices:  

 Smart Phone  

B. Hardware Requirements  

 Hard Disk – 2 GB.  

 RAM – 1 GB.  

 Processor – Quad Core or Above.  

VI. METHODOLOGY 

Firstly we needed to study for database topics for android, 

android terminologies, GUI development etc. Gathered the 

requirements and started design and modelling of the 

application in Rational Rose Enterprise Edition. The uml 

diagrams including class diagram, sequence diagram, activity 

diagram, collaboration diagram, component diagram, Use 

case diagram, and deployment diagram are designed. After 

this actual implementation is initiated in android studio IDE.  

Firstly we focused on data which user requires ton 

store and retrieve. According to user’s requirements we made 

tables in database. After that we came to GUI and considering 

lot much parameters mainly user friendliness, we selected 

material tab which consists of fragments as explained earlier. 

Then we started developing each of five fragments. While 

developing Proof of Delivery we were considering our self as 

a user, in order to understand user’s problems. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

 You can capture image of person who takes deliver 

product and send it to owner of that product.  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This application is more useful in the all field to maintain the 

all record. This application delivers the product to the right 

authenticated person it also maintain privacy. It reduces the 
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manual work due to that process becomes fast and it deliver 

product to the customers on time. It also useful to digitalized 

the company.   
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